
WRITING AN ARTIST STATEMENT TIPS FOR SELLING

You might think, I speak through my art, so why do I have to write about it? And you're not the only one. So, consider
your artist statement a welcoming guide to.

Long Statement â€” Your long statement will provide your viewer with information about your artistic
methods, the history of your work, people who inspired you and up-to-date information on your current work.
Or is it violent? This will give you an idea of how to write an artist statement. You can find this advice here.
You want just enough to guide the viewer and provide a framework for your art. Loved by some, dreaded by
most. They showcase your artworks and also represent how seriously you take your practice. Get started on
your Artist Statement Workbook today. Make sure you get a fresh pair of eyes to look over your statement
before you publish it or send it out. Photograph your portfolio High quality photographs of your art are
essential. Did you have to go to a dictionary? So, get yourself into some group shows, and then send an
invitation to galleries you think could be a good fit for your art. Which brings me to my next point: 4. Below
are some of the most popular art marketing courses that will grow your online art business:. Use Engaging and
Specific Language Your art is fantastic. Read it to people familiar with you and your work and listen to their
comments. Email 14K Shares Do you need to write an artist statement if you are selling art online or at craft
shows? It will make you want to get your artwork out there! You can sell original paintings, sculptures,
limited edition prints and photography to collectors across the globe. Remember, your brilliant work only does
half the job. But nonetheless an essential for every artist either looking to sell or spread the word about what
they are up to. Instead, find your own words to express the same or similar idea. And a good way to make sure
you are relaying your art in words is to make sure that the words you use match the feeling of your artwork.
Avoid simplification. Fancy fonts can take away from your content. Why not team up with a local charity?
Sell through online art galleries Each year, more and more art is being sold online. You can use these
discoveries to add to your artist statement. Get into galleries I used to work in a commercial gallery, and lots
of artists would turn up, portfolio in hand. Remember, you are selling a high-quality product and are proud of
it! Your goal is to have the same connection with your art collectors.


